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Abstract

Authenticated session key establishment is a central issue in network security� With
the rapid deployment of the information superhighway which uses ATM or Asyn�
chronous Transfer Mode for data transmission� compactness and e�ciency have emerged
as critical factors that have to be taken into account in the design of a key establishment
protocol� This paper addresses a question on whether we can design a compact� e�cient
and authenticated key establishment protocol that has the following two properties� ���
each message exchanged between two participants can be transferred in a short data
packet� and ��� messages that carry key materials are unforgeable and non�repudiatable
without the involvement of a trusted key distribution center� We discuss why the an�
swer to this question is negative if one follows the currently standard approach to key
establishment� namely employing secret	public key encryption and� possibly� digital sig�
nature� We then present a number of protocols that represent a positive answer to the
question� which is followed by extensions of the protocols to secure multicast in which
a multiple number of recipients are involved� Our protocols are all based on a recently
introduced cryptographic primitive called 
signcryption� that ful�lls both the functions
of digital signature and public key encryption with a cost far smaller than that required
by 
digital signature followed by encryption��
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� Introduction

A key establishment protocol is a sequence of speci�ed steps between two or more partici�
pants whereby the participants can agree on a shared secret value� The shared secret value
is called a session key� due to the fact that it is usually employed for a single communica�
tion session and hence lives for only a relatively short period of time� A major motivation
behind session key establishment is to cryptographically eliminate correlations across dif�
ferent communication sessions� which would minimize security exposure when a particular
session key is compromised� Cryptographic independence of communication sessions would
also signi�cantly reduce the risk of replay attacks by an active attacker who has recorded
past communication sessions and tries to compromise a current communication session by
inserting into it� or replacing �part of� it with� �part of� past sessions� The attack may have
or have not compromised the contents of past communication sessions�

A key establishment protocol falls into one of two types� Protocols in the �rst type
rely on shared static keys and use secret key �or symmetric� cryptosystems to ensure the
con�dentiality of message contents� Although such protocols are generally very e�cient�
potential problems with them include those associated with the generation and management
of static keys� In contrast� protocols in the second type employ public key �or asymmetric�
cryptographic techniques� These protocols do not have the problems with static keys� but
are not as e�cient as those based on secret key cryptosystems�

Motivated by a speci�c problem arising from a research project on Video on Demand
over an Asynchronous Transfer Mode �ATM� network� the aim of this work is to design
key establishment methods that ��� are e�cient� i�e�� of a low computational cost� ��� are
compact so that a message can be �tted into a small data packet such as a single ATM
cell� and �	� o
er message unforgeability and non�repudiation� without the involvement of
a trusted key distribution center�

After a thorough analysis of well�known key establishment protocols based on public
key cryptography in the literature� we show that none of these protocols ful�lls all the
three requirements� Furthermore� as the major contribution of this paper we show how
signcryption� a recently discovered new primitive in public key cryptography� can be used to
construct a number of key establishment protocols all of which ful�ll the three requirements�
Another contribution of this work is to extend the protocols to multicast conference key
establishment in which a participant wishes to agree on a common secret key with a multiple
number of recipients� We envisage that these protocols will �nd applications not only in
high speed network layer security solutions� but also in less demanding application layer
solutions�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� Section � examines a number of
important issues in key establishment� This is followed by a statement of the motivation and
goals of the research in Section 	� The signcryption primitive and an concrete implemen�
tation of the primitive are described in Section �� and basic data formats for transporting
key materials using signcryption are introduced in Section � Section � highlights the con�
tributions of this paper by presenting a set of key establishment protocols built on the data
formats in the previous section� This is followed by an analysis of the proposed protocols
and a comparison between them and existing solutions in Section �� Section � extends
our protocols to multicast conference key establishment� The paper is closed with some
concluding remarks in Section ��
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� Dimensions in Key Establishment

There has been an extremely large body of research in the area of key establishment since
the publication of the landmark paper by Di�e and Hellman ����� which has resulted in a
situation where one may �nd numerous protocols in the literature� each of which may have
di
erent properties� A primary reason behind the emergence of such a large number of key
establishment protocols can perhaps be attributed to the many di
erent dimensions of key
establishment� The rest of this section is intended as a brief summary of the many facets
in key establishment� with a view to properly position this work in the research area� The
reader who wishes to �nd more detailed information on various key establishment methods
proposed so far may consult Chapter �� of ���� and references listed in the handbook�

To simplify our discussions in this section� we will primarily focus on key establishment
between two participants� It is� however� straightforward to extend the discussions to the
case of key establishment among three or more� Following a tradition in cryptography� one
participant will be called Alice and other Bob� The term of �a participant� is intended
to be a general one to represent a user� a computing process� a communication device� a
general information processing machine and so on�

��� Security

A session key established by an execution of a protocol should be known only to the two
participants involved� and also to a KDC or key distribution center if the protocol involves
the KDC� Security of the session key should not be compromised under all the possible
attacks that might be encountered in a particular environment where the protocol will be
employed� Typical attacks include ��� inferring a session key via �passive� eavesdropping�
��� replaying past messages� �	� interleaving messages from one protocol execution with
another� ��� deducing a session key with a known past session key�

To defend against replay attack� a session key has to be fresh and new� Freshness is
usually achieved through the use of a time�varying quantity� such as a time�stamp or a
nonce �random number� or a combination of both� The main di
erence between the use
of a time�stamp and a nonce is that the former assumes the existence of a synchronized
clock between two participants �and�or between participants and a KDC in a KDC�based
protocol�� While the requirement of a synchronized clock in a local area network should be
readily ful�lled� it may pose a problem in a wide area network�

Interleaving attacks were extensively studied in ���� In an attempt to formalize the
notion of resisting against replay and interleaving attacks� a concept of �matching of protocol
histories� was also introduced in ���� The concept was extended to the notion of �matching
protocol runs� in ����� The latter was further re�ned to a general notion in ��� where the
authors presented the �rst formal security proofs for two authenticated key establishment
protocols� In the complexity�theoretic model proposed in ���� an attacker has full control
over all the transactions among participants� In particular� the attack is allowed to engage
himself in as many executions of a key establishment protocol as he wishes at any particular
point of time�

In addition to the above attacks� some applications may require that a key establishment
protocol have the capacity of minimizing the impact of compromise of a long term secret
key� This requirement is called ��perfect� forward secrecy�� A key establishment protocol
is said to o
er forward secrecy with respect to a particular participant if compromise of
the participant�s long term secret key does not result in the exposure of past session keys�

	



Clearly� a secret key based protocol cannot o
er forward secrecy with respect to a participant
or a KDC whose long term secret key is involved in encrypting key materials� The same
can be said with a public key based protocol� with respect to a participant whose long term
private key is used to extract key materials� If a participant�s private key is only involved
in the creation of a digital signature on messages� compromise of the private key may not
directly expose a session key� rather it may result in impersonation of the participant by
an attacker� The Internet Oakley key determination protocol ��� ��� has been designed to
achieve forward secrecy� The reader is referred to Section ��� for a detailed discussion on
more economical techniques for reducing the chance that a long term secret key might be
compromised�

Another relevant issue is on formal proofs or arguments of security� Protocols that have
been designed to resist against known attacks and have survived these attacks are said to
admit heuristic security� Since such protocols are not proved to be secure against all attacks
that may arise in practice� many of them have been found to be �awed ���� Therefore
ideally one would like to have protocols that admit provable security against all attacks�
A complexity�theoretic approach towards provable security was initiated in ��� where the
provable security of two key establishment protocols based on secret key cryptosystems was
also presented�

��� Authentication

Entity authentication is a process by which a participant is convinced of the identity of
another participant� Entity authentication can be unilateral �one�way� or mutual �two�
way�� In a mutual authentication protocol� both participants wish to be convinced that the
other participant is indeed who he�she claims to be�

A concept that is closely related to and often confused with entity authentication is
identi�cation� While the aim of identi�cation is similar to entity authentication� namely
for one participant� say Alice� to convince another participant� say Bob� of her identity�
identi�cation satis�es a more stringent requirement� no participant other than Alice can
prove that he or she is Alice� even to him or herself� The di
erence between entity authen�
tication and identi�cation is made clear by examining a protocol based on a shared static
key between Alice and Bob� Alice and Bob can mutually authenticate each other using the
static key in three moves ����� However� such a protocol is not an identi�cation protocol�
since whatever produced by Alice using the shared key can also be created by Bob� and
vice versa�

An implicit requirement of key establishment in practical applications is that it o
ers
at least unilateral entity authentication or identi�cation� A protocol that o
ers both key
establishment and �unilateral�mutual� entity authentication or identi�cation is called a
�unilaterally�mutually� authenticated key establishment�

In secret key cryptosystem based protocols� entity authentication is almost exclusively
achieved by way of challenge�and�response� A key establishment protocol employing public
key cryptosystems can o
er identi�cation by the use of digital signature�

Technically� some entity authentication or identi�cation protocols may be modi�ed to
carry session keys� and conversely� an authenticated key establishment can also be used for
the purpose of entity authentication or identi�cation�

Finally there is another concept related to authentication� That is key con�rmation
whose purpose is for a participant to acknowledge that he or she is indeed in possession of
a session key� The last message of a key establishment protocol can be optionally composed
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of an authentication tag� The tag may be generated from a newly agreed session key by
tag � MACkey�known message�� where MAC may be instantiated with either a message
authentication code or a keyed hash function�

��� Unforgeability and Non�repudiation

In some applications� a participant may require that his or her messages cannot be forged by
other participants� Symmetrically� the recipient of a message� especially of one that contains
key materials� may require that the sender of the message cannot repudiate at a later stage
the fact that he or she is the originator of the message� We envisage that in electronic
commerce� non�repudiation and unforgeability of key materials and actual communication
sessions that employ a key derived from the key materials is of particular importance�

Both unforgeability and non�repudiation can be achieved by using digital signature�
With a secret key based protocol� however� neither unforgeability nor non�repudiation can
be achieved� unless the protocol involves a KDC� possibly together with tamper�resistant
devices�

Unforgeability and non�repudiation are closely related to identi�cation� In particular�
unforgeability or non�repudiation cannot be accomplished unless a key establishment pro�
tocol is also an identi�cation protocol�

Let us turn our attention to high speed networks� In a �draft� document prepared by the
ATM Forum ���� accountability for all ATM network service invocations and management
activities� as well as for each individual entity�s actions� has been identi�ed as one of the
four main security objectives� with the other three being con�dentiality� data integrity
and availability� This objective would not be achieved unless key establishment protocols
employed ful�ll unforgeability and non�repudiation�

��� Transport v�s� Exchange

We distinguish between two types of key establishment protocols� key �material� exchange
protocols � and key �material� transport protocols� With a key exchange protocol� a shared
session key is derived from joint key materials from both participants� Such a protocol
requires both participants involved to exchange key materials� In contrast� with a key
transport protocol� key materials from which a session key is derived are created by one
participant and transferred to the other� A key exchange protocol may be preferred to a
key transport protocol in certain applications where a session key is required to be �fair��
in that it is dependent on both participants� key materials� However� one should distinguish
between key material exchange and shared generation of random numbers as achieved in
threshold cryptography ���� In particular� with a key exchange protocol a participant who
is in a position to see� prior to producing his key materials� those from the other participant
may control the resultant session key by carefully choosing his key materials� In this sense�
a key �material� exchange protocol is essentially the same as a key �material� transport
protocol� In general� truly �fair� session key generation cannot be achieved without the
involvement of computationally expensive bit�sequence commitment� and hence it is these
authors� view that �fairness� should not be set as a goal of key establishment�

Some examples of key transport protocols are Kerberos ���� and X��� strong authen�
ticated protocols ���� The most prominent representative of key exchange protocols is the
Di�e�Hellman protocol �����

�Key exchange protocols are also called key agreement protocols by some researchers�





��� Secret v�s� Public Key Cryptosystems

Prior to the execution of a key establishment protocol� two participants may or may not have
shared static keys in their hands� In the case of having a shared static key� the most e�cient
way for them to establish a fresh session key is to use a key establishment protocol built
on a secret key �or symmetric� cryptosystem� Both Kerberos ���� and KryptoKnight �� ���
are based on secret key cryptosystems�

A shared static key may have been established in three di
erent ways� ��� an explicit
key established previously� ��� an implicit key de�ned in a key pre�distribution scheme �����
and �	� an implicit key de�ned in the Di�e�Hellman protocol �����

On the other hand� if the two participants do not have a shared static key� they may have
to use a public key cryptosystem which is not as e�cient as a secret key cryptosystem� unless
they can ask for help from a key distribution center with whom both participants have a
separately shared static key� Examples of key establishment using public key cryptosystems
are X��� strong authenticated key transport protocols ���� Beller�Yacobi protocols �	� and
the Internet Oakley key determination protocol ��� ���� The latter is a modi�ed version of
a station�to�station protocol proposed in �����

Note that for e�ciency reason� a public key based protocol usually uses secret key
cryptosystems in encrypting data� Other cryptographic primitives such as authentication
codes and one�way or keyed hashing may also be used in combination with a secret or public
key based protocol�

��� Trusted Third Party

In some applications� there may be a trusted third party called a key distribution center
�KDC�� with which each participant may have a shared static key� When the KDC can be
involved in the process of session key establishment� there may be no need for participants
to have shared static keys among themselves� In this sense� the availability of a KDC
facilitates or simpli�es key establishment� A disadvantage of the involvement of a KDC
is that compromise of the KDC would result in the compromise of an entire system that
employs it� In addition� the KDC may become a bottleneck of the system� due to a heavy
load imposed on it�

Notable examples of key establishment relying on a KDC include Kerberos ���� and
some versions of KryptoKnight �� ����

In some other applications� there may be no KDC available� Instead� there may exist
only an �o
�line� trusted third party called a certi�cation authority �CA�� The main func�
tion of a certi�cation authority is to issue certi�cates on a participant�s public key�s� by
the use of digital signature� Although a certi�cation authority does not involve itself in
the process of key establishment� its existence is implicit in all public key based session key
establishment protocols�

��� E	ciency

Each application may have its own set of requirements on the e�ciency of a key estab�
lishment protocol� For example� secure mobile communications generally require a �light�
weight� protocol� as a mobile device is usually computationally less powerful than a wired
one� As a second example� a network layer security application has far more stringent
requirements on the e�ciency of key establishment than does an upper layer application�
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Factors that contribute to the e�ciency of a key establishment protocol include ��� the
number of moves �or �ows� passes� of messages between two participants� ��� the length of
messages communicated between the participants �measured in bits�� �	� the computational
cost invested by both participants� ��� the size of secure storage� �� the degree of pre�
computation �which is especially important if the protocol is intended to be used with
computationally weak devices�� and so on� One of the challenges that face a protocol
designer is to arrive at a key establishment protocol that would not only minimize the �rst
four factors but also maximize the �fth factor� while maintaining the goals of the protocol�

Optimally e�cient protocols that rely on secret key cryptosystems and�or a KDC have
been proposed in �� �	�� Among public key based protocols� Beller and Yacobi�s pro�
posals �	� minimize the computational requirements of a less powerful participant� These
protocols are particularly suitable for applications where one of the two participants is
computationally weak�

� Goals and Motivation of This Research

The main goals of this research are to design authenticated key establishment protocols that
��� do not rely on a trust key distribution center or KDC� ��� have a low computational
cost� �	� are compact so that the length of each message exchanged is as short as possible�
and ��� o
er unforgeability and non�repudiation�

As will be shown in the forthcoming sections� we will achieve the goals by proposing a set
of speci�c protocols that satisfy all the four conditions� While these new key establishment
protocols can aide to solve security problems in a wide range of areas� it is instructive
to mention that this work has been partially inspired by a research project on Video on
Demand over an insecure ATM network� With ATM� data are carried in cells� each of which
is composed of a �byte header and a ���byte payload �eld� Only the ���byte or 	���bit
payload can be used for transmitting data� the �byte header is reserved for carrying control
information� Transmitting a data item of more 	�� bits over an ATM network would require
two or more ATM cells� While ATM networks are signi�cantly faster than most networks
widely used today� transmitting a data item across two or more cells would result in a delay
that may not be tolerable in certain high speed applications� primarily due to the necessity
of data packetization� bu
ering� and re�assembling� Therefore� ideally one would like to
transmit encrypted key materials in a single ATM cell without the need of splitting data�
The research project on Video on Demand involves a system that can be modeled by a
server acting as a content provider� together with a large number of clients connected to the
server via an insecure ATM network� When a client wishes to view a speci�c video clip� it
would send a short request to the server� indicating which video clip it wishes to receive� As
there are a large number of clients who are assumed to be mutually untrustworthy� one issue
related to a request is unforgeability and non�repudiation� Another is con�dentiality of a
video clip transmitted over the insecure network� In addition� as many of the clients may
make a request at the same point of time� to maintain the required Quality of Services� it is
crucial that each request is processed as swiftly as possible both by the client and the server�
The project team realize that it would be nice if a request could be ��� e�ciently assembled
by a client� ��� packed into a single ATM cell� carrying all the information� including a video
clip identi�er and a key to be used in encrypting the clip� in a secure and authenticated
fashion� and �	� e�ciently disassembled by the server�

In many key transport protocols that rely on secret key cryptosystems� such as those
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proposed in ��� �� messages communicated between Alice and Bob are all compact and can
be easily �tted into single ATM cells� Some of these protocols do not o
er unforgeability or
non�repudiation� while the others do so only with the help of a KDC� In other words� these
protocols are not suitable for an application where unforgeability and non�repudiation are
to be satis�ed without relying on a KDC�

Key establishment using public key cryptosystems does not rely on a KDC in achieving
unforgeability and non�repudiation� With all currently known public key based key estab�
lishment protocols� however� a single payload �eld of �� bytes� or of 	�� bits� cannot be
used to carry unforgeable key materials� To see why this is the case� we take the RSA
cryptosystem as an example� In order to maintain a minimal level of security� it is widely
believed that the size of an RSA composite should be of at least �� bits� Thus merely
encrypting key materials will result in an expanded outcome that has as many bits as in the
RSA composite� �See ���� for a discussion on various data formats for key transport using
RSA�� If� in addition� digital signature is involved to achieve unforgeability� the outcome
will be even longer� A similar problem occurs with public key cryptographic techniques
based on the ElGamal encryption scheme that relies on the discrete logarithm over �nite
�elds�

The ElGamal encryption scheme built on an elliptic curve over a �nite �eld� sayGF �������
deserves special attention� With this scheme� a point on the elliptic curve can be compressed
so that it occupies only ����� � ��� bits� Thus a single ATM cell may be used to transmit
un�authenticated key materials of up to about 	�� � ��� � ��	 bits� However� a �eld of
��	 bits is too small to carry a key and a time�varying quantity together with a signature�
In other words� elliptic curve based public key cryptography does not provide a solution to
the problem of compact and unforgeable key establishment�

In the following sections� we show how a recently proposed cryptographic primitive called
signcryption can be used to achieve the seemingly impossible goal� namely� to transmit
secure and unforgeable key materials in a single ATM cell� To close this section� let us
stress once again that although the problem with carrying key materials in a single ATM
cell may be of interest only to the speci�c research project on Video on Demand� due to
the fact that in practice data is usually subject to encapsulation ��extension�� at various
layers while traveling down the ATM protocol stack� the spectrum of applications of the
key establishment protocols to be introduced in the following sections is broad and by no
means limited only to the project on Video on Demand�

� Signcryption

A signcryption scheme is a cryptographic method that ful�lls both the functions of secure
encryption and digital signature� but with a cost smaller than that required by signature�
then�encryption� In the following we show an example implementation of signcryption based
on the infeasibility of computing discrete logarithm over a large �nite �eld� The example
signcryption scheme is called SCS� and it uses a shortened version of the Digital Signature
Standard ��	�� The reader is directed to ���� 	�� for other example implementations of
signcryption�

In describing our method� we will use E and D to denote the encryption and decryp�
tion algorithms of a private key cipher such as DES ���� and SPEED ����� Encrypting a
message m with a key k� typically in the cipher block chaining �CBC� or output feedback
�OFB� mode� is indicated by Ek�m�� while decrypting a ciphertext c with k is denoted
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by Dk�c�� Note that in the OFB mode� the encryption algorithm e
ectively serves as a
cryptographically secure pseudo�random sequence generator� In addition we use KHk�m�
to denote hashing a message m with a keyed hash function�algorithm KH under a key k�
An important property of a keyed hash function is that� just like a one�way hash function�
it is computationally infeasible to �nd a pair of messages that are hashed to the same value
�or collide with each other�� This implies a weaker property that is su�cient for signcryp�
tion� given a message m�� it is computationally intractable to �nd another message m�

that collides with m�� In ��� two methods for constructing a cryptographically strong keyed
hash algorithm from a one�way hash function�algorithm have been demonstrated� For most
practical applications� it su�ces to de�ne KHk�m� � hash�k�m�� where hash is a one�way
hash function� SHS ���� and HAVAL �	�� are two examples of one�way hash functions�

Let p be a large prime� q a large prime factor of p � �� and g an integer with order q
modulo p chosen randomly from ��� � � � � p� ��� Assume that Alice has chosen a private key
xa from ��� � � � � q � ��� and made public her matching public key ya � gxamod p� Similarly�
Bob�s private key is xb and his matching public key is yb � gxb mod p� Relevant public and
private parameters are summarized in Table ��

Parameters public to all�
p � a large prime
q � a large prime factor of p� �
g � an integer with order q modulo p chosen randomly from ��� � � � � p� ��
hash � a one�way hash function whose output has� say� at least ��� bits
KH � a keyed one�way hash function
�E�D� � the encryption and decryption algorithms of a private key cipher

Alice�s keys�
xa � Alice�s private key� chosen uniformly at random from ��� � � � � q � ��
ya � Alice�s public key �ya � gxamod p�

Bob�s keys�
xb � Bob�s private key� chosen uniformly at random from ��� � � � � q � ��
yb � Bob�s public key �yb � gxb mod p�

Table �� Parameters for Signcryption

Table � details the signcryption scheme SCS�� As shown in the table� the signcryption
and unsigncryption algorithms for SCS� are remarkably simple� The signcrypted version of
a message m is composed of three parts c� r and s from which the recipient can recover the
original message� Note that in the table� �R indicates an operation that chooses an element
uniformly at random from among a set of elements�

With the signcryption scheme SCS�� bind info may contain� among other data� the
public keys or public key certi�cates of both Alice the sender and Bob the recipient�
It is included in the creation of r for the purpose of tightly linking a message m to
participants involved� The output of the one�way hash function hash used in de�ning
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p� should be su�ciently long� say of at least ��� bits� which guar�
antees that both k� and k� have at least �� bits� Also note that in practice� �k�� k�� can
be de�ned in a more liberal way� such as �k�� k�� � yxb mod p and �k�� k�� � fd�yxb mod p��
where fd denotes a folding operation�

The unsigncryption algorithm works by taking advantages of the property that gxmod p
can be recovered from r� s� g� p and ya by Bob� It should be noted that signcryption schemes
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Signcryption of m
by Alice the Sender

Unsigncryption of �c� r� s�
by Bob the Recipient

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�

c � Ek��m�
r � KHk��m� bind info�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

m � Dk��c�
Accept m only if
KHk��m� bind info� � r

Table �� An Example Implementation of Signcryption �SCS��

can also be derived from ElGamal�based signature schemes built on other versions of the
discrete logarithm problem such as that on elliptic curves �����

The format of the signcrypted text of a message m� together with the formats of the
traditional �signature�then�encryption�� is depicted in Figure �� The reader will notice that
a notation EXP � N� � N� is used in the �gure� N� indicates the number of modular
exponentiations carried out by a sender� and N� indicates the number by a recipient� Ta�
ble 	 summarizes the advantage of SCS�� in terms of savings in computational cost and
communication overhead� over discrete logarithm based signature�then�encryption� while
Table � summarizes that over RSA based signature�then�encryption�

Figure �� Output Formats of Signcryption and Signature�then�Encryption

� Basic Ideas in Using Signcryption for Key Transport

Having introduced an example implementation of signcryption in the previous section� now
we show how such an implementation allows transportation of key materials in an e�cient
and compact way� Messages exchanged are so compact that they can all be carried by
a single block whose size is smaller than jpj� We present two possible data formats for
Alice to transport key materials to Bob� one carrying directly while the other indirectly key
materials�
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security parameters saving saving in
jpj jqj jKH����j average comp� cost comm� overhead

�� ��� �� �� ���	�

���� ��� �� �� �����

���� ��� �� �� �����

���� �� ��� �� �����

���� 	�� ��� �� �����

����� 	�� ��� �� �����

saving in average comp� cost � ����������� modular exponentiations
���� modular exponentiations � ��

saving in comm� cost � jhash���j�jqj�jpj��jKH����j�jqj�
jhash���j�jqj�jpj

Table 	� Saving of Signcryption over Signature�Then�Encryption Using Schnorr Signature
and ElGamal Encryption

security parameters advantage in advantage in
jpj�� jnaj � jnbj� jqj jKH����j average comp� cost comm� overhead

�� ��� �� �� �����

���� ��� �� 	��	� ���	�

���� ��� �� ���� �	���

���� �� ��� ����� ����

���� 	�� ��� �	��� �����

����� 	�� ��� ���� �����

advantage in average comp� cost � ��	���jnaj�jnbj��	���jqj
��	���jnaj�jnbj�

advantage in comm� cost � jnaj�jnbj��jKH����j�jqj�
jnaj�jnbj

Table �� Advantage of Signcryption over RSA based Signature�Then�Encryption with Small
Public Exponents
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��� Direct Transport of Key Materials

Figure � illustrates a method for directly transferring key materials� It shows a possible
combination of parameters� jpj �� ��� jqj � ���� and jKH����j � ��� The actual data from
Alice to Bob consist of c� r and s� where c � Ek��key� TQ�� r � KHk��key� TQ� other�
and s � x��r� xa�mod q� where the key part contained in �key� TQ� may be used directly
as a random session key� TQ may contain a time�varying quantity such as a nonce or a
time�stamp or both� and other may be composed of the participants� identi�ers� public key
certi�cates and other supplementary information� It is preferable for E to act as a length�
preserving encryption function so that �key� TQ� and c � Ek��key� TQ� are of the same
length�

Note that if key has �� bits in length� and that TQ requires 	� bits� then c � Ek��key� TQ�
is of �� bits� and �c� r� s� can be �tted even in a short packet that has only ��������� � 		�
e
ective bits for data transport� Furthermore� if the quantity TQ is already known to Bob
the recipient� then it may be dropped from c � Ek��key� TQ� to save more bit locations for
transferring key materials�

Figure �� Direct Transport of Key Materials

��� Indirect Transport of Key Materials

In certain applications� part of a small packet may be used for other purposes� which
would leave no room to directly accommodate both a random session key and a time�
varying quantity� With such a short packet� we can transport �part of� key materials
indirectly� In particular� we may de�ne �c� r� s� as c � Ek��TQ�� r � KHk��TQ� other�� and
s � x��r � xa�mod q� �see Figure 	�� The actual session key may be derived from �k�� k��
and other materials� through� for instance� the application of a keyed hash function�

Now assume that TQ has 	� bits� Then we can accommodate �c� r� s� using only 	� �
�� � ��� � ��� bits� In the case where TQ is already known to Bob� the creation and
transmission of the c part can be skipped�

Finally we note that in both Figures � and 	� a long TQ� say of �� bits� may need not
be encrypted� However� encryption is mandatory for a short TQ� say of �� �� bits� in order
to reduce the risk of replay attacks�
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Figure 	� Indirect Transport of Key Materials

� Signcryption Based Key Establishment

Now we are ready to describe in full details how to establish fresh random session keys
between two participants Alice and Bob� in such a way that all messages exchanged between
the two participants are short and computational costs involved are minimized�

��� Assumptions

In the following discussions� we assume that system parameters that are common to all
participants� and the public and private keys of both Alice and Bob have all been properly
set up according to Table �� In addition� there is a trusted certi�cation authority �CA�
that has already issued a public key certi�cate to each participant� A participant�s public
key certi�cate may comply with X��� certi�cate format that contains such information as
certi�cate serial number� validity period� the ID of the participant� the public key of the
participant� the ID of the CA� the public key of the CA� etc� It would be pointed out that
the digital signature scheme used by the CA in creating public key certi�cates does not
have to be one based on ElGamal signature scheme�

Furthermore� we assume that prior to an execution of a key establishment protocol� both
participants have already obtained the other participant�s public key and its associated
certi�cate issued by the CA� and have checked and are satis�ed with the validity of the
certi�cates� The participants may have done so either because they both keep a list of
frequently used certi�cates� or they have obtained and veri�ed the certi�cates for previous
communication sessions�

In describing a key establishment protocol� key �R f�� �g�k indicates that key is an
�k�bit number chosen uniformly at random� Similarly NCb �R f�� �g

�n is a nonce chosen
by Bob� And TS is a current time�stamp� Typically �k �� ��� �n �� ��� and the number of
bits in TS may be decided by the accuracy of clock synchronization� as well as by the life
span of a message containing the time�stamp� Finally a ���bit authentication tag would be
long enough for the purpose of key con�rmation in most practical applications�

We consider key establishment both through key material transport and exchange�
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��� Key Transport Protocols

A key transport protocol may use either a nonce or a time�stamp in guaranteeing freshness�
The protocol may also transport key materials either directly or indirectly� So there are
in total four possible combinations� Table  describes two direct key transport protocols�
while Table  the corresponding two indirect key transport protocols�

The etc part may contain data known to both Alice and Bob� Such data may include
the participants� names� public keys� public key certi�cates� protocol serial number� and
so on� It may also contain system control information� Note that one of the purposes of
sending tag is for key con�rmation� namely for a participant �Bob� to show the other �Alice�
that he does know the new session key� For a less critical application� a time�stamp TS
may be transmitted to Bob in clear to further improve the computational e�ciency of the
protocols� In addition� if both time�stamps and nonces are available in an application� TS
may be substituted with a combination of a time�stamp and a nonce�

As can be seen in the tables� protocols that rely on a nonce require one more message
move than protocols that rely on a time�stamp�

Direct Key Transport Using a Nonce �Protocol DKTUN�

Alice Bob

� NCb � NCb �R f�� �g
�n

key �R f�� �g
�k

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�

c � Ek��key�
r � KHk��key�NCb� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

key � Dk��c�
Accept key only if
KHk��key�NCb� etc� � r

verify tag
� tag �
�optional�

tag � MACkey�NCb�

Direct Key Transport Using a Time�Stamp �Protocol DKTUTS�

Alice Bob

key �R f�� �g
�k

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�
Get a current time�stamp TS

c � Ek��key� TS�
r � KHk��key� TS� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

�key� TS� � Dk��c�
Accept key only if
TS is fresh and
KHk��key� TS� � r

verify tag
� tag �
�optional�

tag � MACkey�TS�

Table � Direct Key Material Transport with Signcryption
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Indirect Key Transport Using a Nonce �Protocol IKTUN�

Alice Bob

� NCb � NCb �R f�� �g
�n

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�
key � k�

r � KHk��key�NCb� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

key � k�
Accept key only if
KHk��key�NCb� etc� � r

verify tag
� tag �
�optional�

tag � MACkey�TS�

Indirect Key Transport Using a Time�Stamp �Protocol IKTUTS�

Alice Bob

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�
Get a current time�stamp TS

c � Ek��TS�
r � KHk��TS� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

TS � Dk��c�
Accept �k�� k�� only if
TS is fresh and
KHk��TS� etc� � r

key � KHk��k��TS�
verify tag

� tag �
�optional�

key � KHk��k��TS�
tag � MACkey�TS� ��

Table �� Indirect Key Material Transport with Signcryption
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��� Key Exchange and Mutual Identi
cation

In the key transport protocols described above� messages from Bob are not involved the
creation of a session key� If one wishes that the session key is generated jointly by Alice and
Bob� there are a few di
erent ways that can be used to accomplish this� Here are some exam�
ples� ��� key� � KHkey�NCb�� ��� key

� � KHkey�IDb�� and �	� key� � KHkey�NCb� IDb��
where NCb is a nonce generated by Bob� IDb is Bob�s identi�er� and key

� denotes a session
key that is jointly determined by information from both Alice and Bob�

Two common properties shared by the four protocols are� ��� Alice identi�es herself
to Bob �her message to Bob is fresh and unforgeable even by Bob�� ��� Bob authenticates
himself to Alice if the last response message tag is sent �tag is fresh and unforgeable by any
third party�� The protocols can be modi�ed to achieve mutual identi�cation� Alice sends
to Bob fresh and unforgeable key materials and vice versa� We take as examples the two
protocols for direct key transport� Modi�cations to the protocols are shown in Table ��
The modi�ed protocols are direct key �material� exchange protocols that achieve mutual
identi�cation� A resultant key � key� can be used as a fresh session key jointly generated
by both participants�

The other two protocols for for indirect key transport can be modi�ed in a similar way�

��� Two�Way Communications

For two�way communications� Alice and Bob may need to agree upon a pair of random
session keys key� and key�� A simple technique is to employ a pseudo�random number
generator or a good hashing function to �extend� key into �key�� key���

� Analysis and Comparison

As our key establishment protocols described in Tables  and � are essentially message
transport schemes using signcryption� security of key materials are guaranteed by the secu�
rity of the signcryption scheme against chosen message attacks ���� 	��� After the successful
establishment of a session key� Alice convinces Bob of her identify �the message from Alice
is fresh and unforgeable even by Bob�� In contrast� Bob can authenticate himself to Alice
by sending a response message tag which is fresh and unforgeable by a third party �but
can be generated by Alice�� The four protocols can be modi�ed using a method shown in
Table � in order to achieve mutual identi�cation� at the expense of more computation and
message exchanges�

Freshness of a session key is assured through the use of a nonce or a time�stamp� When
tag is sent� both Alice and Bob are assured that the other participant does know the
fresh random session key� The protocols do not rely on a KDC� In addition� key materials
transported from Alice to Bob are unforgeable� even by Bob the recipient� The materials
are also non�repudiatable by Alice� In an event when Alice denies the fact that she was
the person who created certain key materials� Bob can ask for help from a third party
called a judge� Bob and the judge may follow a zero�knowledge protocol in settling the
dispute ���� 	��� Similar discussions on non�repudiation are applicable to Bob for a modi�ed
protocol with mutual identi�cation�
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Direct Key Exchange Using a Nonce �Protocol DKEUN�

Alice Bob

� NCb � NCb �R f�� �g
�n

key �R f�� �g
�k

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�

c � Ek��key�
r � KHk��key�NCb� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k��
� hash��ya � g

r�s�xbmod p�
key � Dk��c�
Accept key only if
KHk��key�NCb� etc� � r

�k�� � k
�
��

� hash��yb � g
r��s

��xamod p�
key� � Dk�

�
�c��

Accept key� only if
KHk�

�
�key�� key� etc� � r�

� c�� r�� s� �

key� �R f�� �g
�k

x� �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� � k

�
�� � hash�yx

�

a mod p�

c� � Ek�
�
�key��

r� � KHk�
�
�key�� key� etc�

s� � x���r� � xb�mod q

tag � MACkey�key��NCb�
� tag �
�optional�

verify whether
tag � MACkey�key��NCb�

Direct Key Exchange Using a Time�Stamp �Protocol DKEUTS�
Alice Bob

key �R f�� �g
�k

x �R ��� � � � � q � ��
�k�� k�� � hash�yxb mod p�
Get a current time�stamp TS

c � Ek��key� TS�
r � KHk��key� TS� etc�
s � x��r � xa�mod q

� c� r� s �

�k�� k�� � hash��ya � g
r�s�xbmod p�

�key� TS� � Dk��c�
Accept key only if
TS is fresh and
KHk��key� TS� � r

�k�� � k
�
��

� hash��yb � g
r��s

��xamod p�
�key�� TS�� � Dk�

�
�c��

Accept key� only if
TS� is fresh and
KHk�

�
�key�� TS�� key� etc� � r�

� c�� r�� s� �

key� �R f�� �g
�k

x� �R ��� � � � � q � ��

�k�� � k
�
�� � hash�yx

�

a mod p�
Get a current time�stamp TS�

c� � Ek�
�
�key�� TS��

r� � KHk�
�
�key�� TS�� key� etc�

s� � x���r� � xb�mod q

tag � MACkey�key��TS�
� tag �
�optional�

verify whether
tag � MACkey�key��TS�

Table �� Direct Key Material Exchange Achieving Mutual Identi�cation
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��� Message Compactness and Computational Cost

Every message in the key transport protocols proposed in this paper is compact and can be
carried by a short packet such as a single ATM cell� In terms of computational cost� it takes
one modular exponentiation on Alice�s side� and two modular exponentiations on Bob�s side
which can be reduced to ���� exponentiations �on average� when Shamir�s method for fast
evaluation of the product of several exponentials with the same modulo �see ������ As for
pre�computation� the exponentiation by Alice� yxb mod p� can be done prior to the start of
an execution of a protocol� only if Alice knows beforehand that she is going to communicate
with Bob at a later time� In what follows we compare our protocols with two di
erent
sets of session key establishment protocols which serve as representatives employing the
signature�then�encryption approach�

����� Comparison with ATM Forum Proposals

First we consider a proposed standard related to security in ATM� The current version of
Phase I ATM Security Speci�cation ��� ��� contains two key material exchange protocols�
One involves three and the other two moves or �ows of messages �see Sections ����� and
����� of ����� These two protocols have been largely based on X��� ���� To describe the
protocols de�ned in the Speci�cation ���� we use the following symbols and abbreviations
which are essentially the same as those de�ned the document�

�� IDa is the �distinguished� name of Alice�

�� Ta is a time�stamp generated by Alice� consisting of a ��byte coordinated universal
time and a ��byte sequential number�

	� Ra a nonce generated by Alice�

�� EncKb
��� denotes encryption by Alice using either a secret key or a public key algo�

rithm�

� ConfPara contains key materials from Alice�

�� SigKa��� denotes signature generation by Alice�

�� certa denotes Alice�s public key certi�cate and is used in the three�way protocol�

�� SecNega carries information on types of security services to be provided� algorithm
and protocol options available and parameters requested for a connection� It is used
only in the three�way protocol�

�� SecOpt is generated by Alice� carrying information similar to that contained in SecOpt�
although it is used only in the two�way protocol�

��� IDb� Tb� Rb� EncKa���� ConfParb� SigKb
���� SecNegb and certb are all associated

with Bob and de�ned similarly�

��� fXg indicates that X is optional�

With the aid of the above symbols� we summarize in Table � the two protocols proposed
in Phase I ATM Security Speci�cation�
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Three�Way Key Material Exchange Protocol

Alice �Initiator� Bob �Respondent�

� IDa� fIDbg� Ra� SecNega� fCertag �

�
IDa� IDb� SecNegb� fCertbg�
fRa� Rb� fEncKa�ConfParb�g�

SigKb
�hash�IDa� IDb� Ra� Rb� SecNega� SecNegb� fConfParbg��g

�

�
fIDa� IDb� Rb� fEncKb

�ConfPara�g�
SigKa�hash�IDa� IDb� Rb� fConfParag��g

�

Two�Way Key Material Exchange Protocol

Alice �Initiator� Bob �Respondent�

�
IDa� IDb� SecOpt� fTa� Ra� fEncKb

�ConfPara�g�
SigKa�Hash�IDa� IDb� Ta� Ra� SecOpt� fConfParag��g

�

�
fIDa� IDb� Ra� fEncKa�ConfParb�g�

SigKb
�Hash�IDa� IDb� Ra� fConfParbg��g

�

Table �� Key Material Exchange Protocols Proposed by ATM Forum

It is stated in Phase I ATM Security Speci�cation that the two key material exchange
protocols can be implemented either in secret key �symmetric� cryptography or public key
�asymmetric� cryptography� What we are interested in the present work is the latter�
namely� the case when the two protocols are implemented in public key cryptography�
Leaving out some of the technical details which are not directly relevant to our analysis�
it becomes clear that both protocols follow the traditional signature�then�encryption ap�
proach� Furthermore� we can see that the three�way key material exchange protocol is based
on nonces� while the two�way protocol is based on a time�stamp �together with a nonce��
Thus the three�way protocol achieves similar goals to those by our protocol DKEPUN de�
scribed in Table �� and the two�way protocol achieves similar goals to those by our protocol
DKEPUTS described in the same table� As is expected� our signcryption�based protocols
DKEPUN and DKEPUTS are signi�cantly more e�cient than their respective counterparts
proposed by the ATM Forum� both in terms of computational cost and message overhead�
A detailed comparison can be easily worked out by the use of Tables 	 and ��

����� Comparison with Beller�Yacobi Protocol

The next protocol we examine is an e�cient proposal by Beller and Yacobi �	�� Their proto�
col is brie�y summarized in Table �� using notations consistent with those for signcryption
schemes� As is the case for our proposals based on signcryption� here it is assumed too that
public key certi�cates have already been transferred prior to an execution of the protocol�
In Beller�Yacobi protocol� Alice uses ElGamal signature scheme to sign a message� and
cubic RSA to encrypt the message before delivering it to Bob� Bob holds the matching
cubic RSA decryption key and hence can extract the message� The number of modular
exponentiations done by Alice is one �for signature generation�� and by Bob is four �one for
decrypting cubic RSA and three for verifying Alice�s digital signature�� Shamir�s technique
for fast evaluation of the product of several exponentials with the same modulo can also be
used to speed�up the veri�cation of ElGamal signature by Bob� More speci�cally� the cost
for computing the product of modulo three exponentiations on Bob�s side can be reduced to
��� modulo exponentiations on average� It is important to note that since the decryption
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operation for the cubic RSA on Bob�s side involves an exponentiation with a full size expo�
nent� it can be very time�consuming� especially when the RSA composite is large� Table ��
indicates that our protocols are indeed advantageous compared to Beller�Yacobi protocol�

Alice Bob

K �R f�� �g
�k

c� � K	mod nB
� c� �

Extract K from c� by using
the decryption key associated
with the RSA composite nB

Decrypt c� and verify
the format of the message

� c� �
Choose a random m
c� � EK�m� �t�

Compute ElGamal signature
�v� w� on �m� etc�
c	 � EK�v� w� etc�

� c	 �
Decrypt c	 and
verify �v� w�

Table �� Beller�Yacobi Authenticated Key Transport Protocol

Protocols
Comp� Cost
� of exp�

Pre�Comp�
by Alice

Longest Message
�typical example�

Beller�Yacobi � � ���� Yes
�
� jnB j bits
��� �� bits�

DKTUN �
DKTUTS

� � ���� Yes�
�
� 	�� bits
�� 	�� bits�

IKTUN � � ���� Yes�
� 	�� bits
���� bits�

IKTUTS � � ���� Yes�
� 	�� bits
���� bits�

� Including an RSA decryption with a full size exponent�
� Only when Alice knows whom to communicate with�

Table ��� Comparison with Beller�Yacobi Protocol

��� Remarks on Forward Secrecy

Recall that a key establishment protocol is said to o
er forward secrecy with respect to
a participant if compromise of the participant�s long term secret key does not result in
compromise of past session keys� Clearly a key establishment protocol based on a shared
static key between two participants cannot o
er forward secrecy�

Among protocols that are based on public key cryptography and o
er forward secrecy
with respect to both participants are those derived from the Di�e�Hellman key estab�
lishment protocol �see for example protocols proposed in ���� ����� Adding to these is
Beller�Yacobi protocol �	� which o
ers forward secrecy with respect to Alice the sender
�but not with respect to Bob the receiver�� In contrast� the signcryption based key trans�
port protocols proposed in this paper do not o
er forward secrecy with respect to either
participant�

However� it is our view that one cannot categorically claim that a key establishment
protocol with forward secrecy is better than one without� Rather one should take into
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account the additional computational and communication overhead involved in providing
forward secrecy�

There are basically two approaches that may be employed in containing potential dam�
ages due to compromise of a long term secret key� The �rst is to design a key establishment
protocol that o
ers forward secrecy and hence can tolerate compromise of the key� The
second is to �nd a way to make the key less compromiseable� As will be shown immedi�
ately� the second approach seems far more economical than the �rst one in terms of extra
computational cost involved�

Before proceeding to a discussion on how to protect a participant�s long term secret key
from being compromised� we note that there are mainly two possible threats to the long
term secret key� accidental loss and� more serious� theft� It turns out that both threats can
be e
ectively thwarted via such means as secret sharing� either in a mathematical ���� or
physical sense�

To illustrate how simple and e
ective a secret sharing method is against the theft and
accidental loss of a long term secret key� we take a look at Alice�s long term secret key xa�
What Alice can do is to choose a random number xa��� calculate xa�� � xa � xa��� and then
store xa�� and xa�� in two di
erent secure locations� These secure locations can be logically
separate secure compartments in Alice�s computer system� two physical devices �say� one is
a tamper�resistant smart card� the other a PC with a lock�� or a combination of logically
and physically secure facilities� One can see that Alice can readily recover xa from xa�� and
xa�� by computing xa � xa�� � xa��� and the extra computational cost to be invested by
Alice is negligible� However� for an attacker or intruder to successfully steal xa� he has to
break into both secure locations� a task that would be twice as hard as breaking into one
of them�

The above method is called a � out of �� or ��� �� threshold secret sharing scheme� It
can be extended to �	� 	�� ��� �� and so on� More generally� Alice can use a t out of n� or
�t� n� threshold secret sharing scheme� where n �

� t� in safeguarding her long term secret
key xa� An example of �t� n� threshold secret sharing schemes is Shamir�s scheme based
on polynomial interpolation on a �nite �eld ����� The computational cost involved in a
�t� n� secret sharing scheme is marginal when compared with an exponentiation modulo
a large integer� No information� in an information�theoretic sense� on a long term secret
key dispersed in a �t� n� threshold scheme is leaked to an attacker even if he has managed
to break into up to t � � of the secure locations� An added bene�t is that Alice can still
reconstruct xa even when up to n� t secure locations are un�recoverably damaged�

� Multicast Conference Key Establishment

The two protocols for direct transport of key materials described in Section ��� can be
extended to conference key establishment where Alice wishes to establish a common session
key with t recipients R�� R�� � � �� Rt� Such a protocol is very useful in multicast communi�
cations� A major di
erence between a single recipient protocol and a multiple recipient one�
both based on signcryption� lies in the length of messages� As shown in previous sections�
messages in a key establishment protocol for a single recipient are all compact and can
be accommodated in small data packets such as ATM cells� With a protocol for multiple
recipients� some messages may be too long to �t in a single ATM cell� Therefore one of our
design goals will be use as a small number of cells as possible in transporting key materials�

We assume that each recipient Ri has a unique identi�er IDi� and that the private key
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of Ri is xi �R ��� � � � � q � ��� and his matching public key is yi � gxi mod p� Two basic
multicast conference key transport protocols are shown in Table ��� The main part of these
protocols is a multicast message containing key materials from Alice to all t recipients R��
R�� � � �� Rt� The data format for the multicast message is adapted from a signcryption
scheme for multiple recipients proposed in ���� 	���

An interesting property of these protocols is that after a successful run of the protocols�
all recipients are assured that session keys in their hands are consistent� In other words�
all recipients recover an identical session key from their copies of a multicast message�
which would prevent a particular recipient from being excluded from the multicast group
by a dishonest Alice� This property on session key consistency is achieved through the
use of two techniques� ��� key� a session key� is encrypted together with the hashed value
h � KHk�key� TQ� etc�� namely c � Ek�key� h�� where TQ can be either a time�stamp
�TS� or a nonce �NC� and etc may contain Alice�s public key certi�cate� a multicast group
identi�er and other data� ��� key and k are both involved in the generation of ri and si
through ri � KHki���h� etci�� where etci may contain Ri�s public key certi�cate and other
data�

As for computational load� it takes t modular exponentiations on Alice�s side� and
on average ���� modular exponentiations one each recipient Ri�s side� Note that with the
second protocol that relies a time�stamp� the relatively computationally expensive tmodular
exponentiations are carried out prior to fetching a time�stamp� This would help reduce the
chance of obtaining an inaccurate time�stamp�

In some applications� however� there might be two potential problems with these basic
protocols� The �rst problem is that multicasting tagi �and NCi� by each Ri may �ood a
network in a situation where the number of recipients is large and�or the network is already
too congested� And the second problem is that the process of verifying all con�rmation tags
may pose a computational burden on a recipient Ri�

These two potential problems may be solved using a randomization technique�

�� With the �rst protocol that involves nonces� instead of always generating and mul�
ticasting NCi� each Ri may �rst �ip a �biased or unbiased� coin and then according
the outcome of the coin��ipping� decide whether or not generating and multicasting
NCi�

�� With both protocols� Ri may decide� in a probabilistic fashion� whether or not gener�
ating and multicasting tagi�

	� With both protocols� Alice and each Ri may randomly choose a subset of the key
con�rmation tags received for veri�cation� rather than going through the process of
checking every tag arrived�

Clearly there is a trade�o
 between the number of con�rmation tags generated�veri�ed and
the level of con�dence in key con�rmation�

Finally� we examine methods for data transfer for the multicast key establishment pro�
tocols�

�� On some networks� the identi�er IDi of Ri may need not to be transferred with NCi

or tagi� as it may be implicitly included in a packet that carries NCi or tagi�

�� Since NCi� i � �� � � � � t� are generated independently of one another� they should be
multicast independently too� The same can be said with tagi� i � �� � � � � t�

��



	� There are two methods to multicast �c� c�� r�� s�� � � � � ct� rt� st��

�a� Packing these data items into as a small number of data packets as possible�

�b� Placing �c� c�� r�� s�� into the �rst data packet� �c� c�� r�� s�� into the second data
packet� and so on�

An advantage of the �rst method for multicast �c� c�� r�� s�� � � � � ct� rt� st� is that it
consumes the smallest possible data packets and hence would be very e�cient in
terms of communication overhead� In contrast� although the second method may
require a larger number of data packets than the �rst� it has an advantage in terms of
its simplicity� We note� however� that with the second method� each recipient still has
to check all the data packets he receives to ensure that the �rst parts of the packets
are identical �to c��

We also note that marking or labeling may be used in order for each Ri to correctly
extract �c� ci� ri� si��

� Conclusion

We have presented a number of compact and authenticated key establishment protocols�
These are the �rst protocols based on public key cryptography whose messages can all be
carried in very small data packets such as single ATM cells� We have further extended
the protocols to conference key establishment where a multiple number of recipients are
involved� Our protocols have all been built on the signcryption primitive which ful�lls
both the functions of signature and encryption in an e�cient way� A detailed analysis and
comparison has shown that the overall computational cost of these protocols is signi�cantly
smaller than all other currently known protocols that are based on public key cryptography�
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